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STATE OF IOWA 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BEFORE THE IOWA UTILITIES BOARD 
 

 
IN RE: 
 
INTERSTATE POWER AND LIGHT 
COMPANY 
 

 
 
 
         DOCKET NO. EEP-2012-0001 
 

 
 

REPLY 
 

The Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), a division of the Iowa Department of Justice, 

responds as follows to the request for waiver of 199 IAC 35.6(4)“a”(2) filed by Interstate Power 

and Light Company (IPL) on March 30, 2018, concerning its natural gas energy efficiency 

portfolio:  

OCA supports IPL’s decision to file a waiver to address the spending variances reported 

for IPL’s natural gas energy efficiency plan year 2017 which exceed the thresholds established in 

199 IAC 35.6(4), and are caused by circumstances that may not be permanent.  Based on its 

review of causes for the 2017 natural gas underspend provided in IPL’s waiver request and 

responses to discovery (Attachment A), OCA accepts IPL’s assessment that the natural gas 

underspending experienced in 2017 is not expected to continue and that IPL has satisfied the 

conditions for waiver in 199 IAC 1.3.     
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WHEREFORE, OCA has no objection to IPL’s waiver request,  

      Respectfully submitted, 

       Mark R. Schuling 
       Consumer Advocate 
 
 
       /s/ Jennifer C. Easler                                       
       Jennifer C. Easler 
       Attorney 
 
       1375 East Court Avenue 
       Des Moines, IA 50319-0063 
       Telephone:  (515) 725-7200 
       E-mail:  IowaOCA@oca.iowa.gov  
 
       OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE 
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Response of 
Interstate Power and Light Company 

to 
OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE 

Data Request No. 235 
 
Docket Number: EEP-2012-0001 (WRU-2018-___-0150) 

Date of Request: April 5, 2018  

Response Due: April 12, 2018 

Information Requested By: Jennifer Easler 

Date Responded: April 11, 2018 

Author: Bonnie Donnolly 

Author’s Title: Manager Energy Efficiency 

Author’s Telephone No.: 319.786.7266 

Subject:    Natural Gas Spending 
 
Reference:    IPL Energy Efficiency Plan Natural Gas Budget Waiver 
     (March 30, 2018), Items 9C and 9D, page 5. 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
Data Request No. 235 

A.  For the Residential Prescriptive Rebates program, provide a narrative explanation of 
the reasons why incentive spending lagged the increased budget.  As part of the 
response, identify all factors that affected the program’s ability to meet budget. 

 
B. For the Home Energy Savers program, provide a narrative explanation of the 

reasons why incentive spending lagged the budget.  As part of the response, identify 
all factors that affected the program’s ability to meet budget. 

 
C. For the Business Assessments program, provide a narrative explanation of the 

reasons for underspending in this program.  As part of the response, identify all 
factors that affected the program’s ability to meet budget. 

 
Response 
 
A. IPL spent less in incentives for three of the four main natural gas measures within the 

Residential Prescriptive Program, shown in the table below. The reasons for these 
differences are described below. These differences account for the majority of the 
budget. The remaining budget difference are a result of lower administrative, 
marketing, and program assessment dollars spent in 2017 compared to the targeted 
Plan amount. 
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Participation 2017 Target 2017 Actual  Underspend Incentive Underspend 
Dealer Incentive 

Furnaces 4,793 3,702 $        687,103 $     1,637,915 
Thermostats 2,309 1,950 $        (20,202) $            2,834 
Tune-ups 11,078 11,005 $        126,515 $        110,775 
Water heaters 993 386 $          23,682 $            5,051 
 

• Furnace: Participation was less than planned (23% less) resulting in lower 
incentives paid for the program. 

• Furnace: The initial design of the Plan included $300 contractor payment to 
conduct HVAC QI for all HVAC equipment. After review of the dealer incentives 
payments, this additional dealer incentive was not included as part of the actual 
program. As a result, the $1.6 million of the Plan budget was not spent.    

• Thermostat: Participation was less than planned (16% less), however the 
distribution of Wi-Fi-thermostats and programmable thermostats resulted in higher 
incentives paid. The Plan assumed 115 Wi-Fi-thermostats compared to 1,091 
actual 2017 installations. Since the incentive paid for Wi-Fi-thermostats is more 
than a standard programmable thermostat, the resulting incentives were higher.  

• Tune-ups: The Plan assumed the maximum rebate amount of $50 that cannot 
exceed 50% of service cost, including servicer coupons and manufacturer rebates. 
However, the actual average rebate paid for 2017 was $39. This indicates the 
average tune-up cost is $78. This lower project cost than assumed resulted in 
lower incentives in 2017.  In addition, the Plan assumed 20% dealer incentive. 
When reviewing all the dealer incentive payments, this additional dealer incentive 
was not included as part of the actual program. 

• Water Heaters: Participation was less than planned (61% less) resulting in lower 
incentives paid for the program. 

 
B. After further analysis, IPL has identified that Home Energy Savers did not achieve 

the natural gas participation and impact goals; therefore also not achieving the 
incentive spend target. Early in 2017, stakeholders asked IPL to hold implementation 
and spend of the program while IPL collaborated with stakeholders on potential 
changes to the program. After stakeholder agreement on the 2017 modification for 
the program, IPL proceeded with implementation in the second quarter. This delay 
resulted in a mid-year lull to the program that could not be made up in the fourth 
quarter, thus participation goals and incentive spend was not achieved. IPL does not 
expect this to be a continuing trend and is projecting to meet and/or exceed both 
participation and incentives spend goals in 2018.  
 

C. The majority of the underspend in the Business Assessments program was in the 
Installation Costs category. Installation costs are the cost of direct install measures 
installed during an assessment. IPL had projected to install 2,203 direct install 
measures, but only installed 1,075 measures, contributing to an underspend of 
$719,923.  
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Response of 
Interstate Power and Light Company 

to 
OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE 

Data Request No. 236 
 
Docket Number: EEP-2012-0001 (WRU-2018-___-0150) 

Date of Request: April 5, 2018  

Response Due: April 12, 2018 

Information Requested By: Jennifer Easler 

Date Responded: April 11, 2018 

Author: Bonnie Donnolly 

Author’s Title: Manager Energy Efficiency 

Author’s Telephone No.: 319.786.7266 

Subject: Natural Gas Spending 

 
Reference:    IPL Energy Efficiency Plan Natural Gas Budget Waiver  
     (March 30, 2018), and TF-2018-0023. 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
Data Request No. 236 

For the Outreach, Education and Training, and Trees program, provide a narrative 
explanation of the reasons for the large underspend as reported in TF-2018-0023.  As 
part of the response, identify all factors that affected 2017 spending for this program. 
 
Response  
 
The majority of this Portfolio’s underspend is within the Research, Development and 
Demonstration program. IPL had anticipated a larger spend for the Residential Behavior 
pilot when IPL increased the budget in the 2016 Limited Modification. 
 
In the budget, IPL modeled the option to offer gamification incentives, such as gift cards 
and drawings, to incent customers to participate in challenges or implement behavioral 
tips. IPL did not need to implement this strategy as customers were participating without 
such incentives, thus the budget was underspent.  
 
IPL underspent its Administration budget due the actual mix of participating customers 
varying from the budgeting model. When IPL developed the 2016 and 2017 modified 
budget, it modeled the spending equal for electric and natural gas administration. Once 
IPL implemented the pilot, IPL put more focus on electric topics than natural gas topics. 
Electric measures were emphasized in all eight home energy reports, whereas natural 
gas measures were only emphasized in four home energy reports, so IPL accounted for 
the actual spend accordingly.  
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